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Cult movies featuring disgruntled workers, like “office Space,” “Clerks” and “Horrible Bosses,” and 
vast rooms filled with silent cubicles are familiar aspects of our popular culture.

A recent Gallup study found that only 30 percent of American employees say they feel “engaged” at 
work, while 70 percent of employees say they are “not engaged” or are “actively disengaged.”1  the 
same study said widespread employee disinterest not only affects company performance, but costs 
the U.S. economy an estimated $450 billion to $500 billion each year.2  

But companies such as Bunchball Inc. and Badgeville are looking to change that statistic through 
gamification, the application of game theory and design to other areas of activity to increase 
engagement.

Rajat paharia, founder and chief product officer at Bunchball, says that while some categorize 
gamification as the use of “points, challenges, awards, leader boards, avatars and badges,”3 the real 
point of gamification is “to motivate people through data.”4  

At its most basic, gamification means to design a product, service or operation so the user becomes 
more engaged and has been used in the consumer context for many years to increase customer 
loyalty and engagement.  mcDonald’s monopoly promotional game is a well-known use of 
gamification in the consumer context.5  

Now, gamification is increasingly making its way into the workplace to stimulate employee 
engagement — and early case studies demonstrate that the application of gamification has resulted 
in increased employee productivity, efficiency and innovation.6  most recently, t-mobile rolled out 
Bunchball’s Nitro platform embed within Jive software to help engage its 30,000 customer service 
representatives.7

Regardless of the form of gamification an employer chooses to implement, the byproduct is almost 
always large amounts of data about employees performance and work product,8 the data that have 
been used to create leader boards, track individual or team performance or reward high-performing 
employees.9  Consequently, it is important to take precautions to protect the data and employee 
information gathered.

intErnaL Sharing OF EMPLOyEE data by thE EMPLOyEr

Some gamification applications, particularly those that publicize employee job performance on 
leader boards or publicly award badges or prizes, by their very nature involve the sharing of employee 
data throughout the workplace.  Employers using such gamification techniques must be cognizant 
of their employees’ privacy rights when deciding what employee data to publish.
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California employees’ right to privacy in the workplace is rooted in the California Constitution, the 
common law and various privacy-related statutes.  California courts have long recognized claims 
for invasion of privacy in cases where information about the employee was shared.  In one case the 
employer posted a memo in an employee break room detailing the specific reasons for a former 
employee’s termination.10  In another, the employer announced during a managerial meeting 
that an employee would be disciplined and was required to draft her own letter of discipline.11  

It is easy to see how the courts, when applying these cases to gamification, might likewise find a 
breach of privacy if an employer publishes information about an employee’s work performance 
through a leader board broadcasting employee rankings.

While the leader board itself may be acceptable, an employer could encounter problems with 
how it uses the leader boards.  For example, an employer that adopts of a policy of disciplining 
the lowest-ranked employee would, in essence, be announcing to the entire workforce that a 
particular employee will be disciplined when the majority, if not all, of the workforce has no 
compelling need for the information.

A leader board posting under these circumstances is akin to a memo posted in a common area 
publicizing the reason for an employee’s discipline.12  It is also not unlike an employer verbally 
announcing an employee’s discipline in the presence of other company managers who had no 
interest in the matter.13  So a court could find a privacy violation.

Informed employers can protect against these risks.

In most workplace privacy claims the employee must demonstrate a reasonable expectation 
of privacy, with which the employer interfered.14  

While is an open legal question whether an employee has a reasonable expectation of privacy 
in his or her job performance when directly compared to other employees (that is, whether this 
information would be considered “private” or “confidential”), there are steps an employer can 
take to manage this expectation.

Before implementing a gamification application that will publish information about an employee’s 
job performance, employers should provide all employees with clear, written notice detailing 
exactly what information the application will gather and what information will be shared with 
other employees.  In cases where employers monitored employees’ personal computer use at 
work, courts have found that whether an employee had an expectation of privacy could depend 
on how clear the employer’s notice about the restrictions on computer usage was.15  So it is 
important for employers to pay close attention to the language of their notices.

While not unlike the approach many employers have taken to protect their ability to monitor 
employees’ use of the Internet and email, gamification presents additional challenges because 
the data will not only be viewed by management, but will often be shared with peers.

therefore, in addition to providing employees with clear, written notice of the data that will be 
gathered and shared through a gamification program, employers should also ask their employees 
to affirmatively consent to the gathering and sharing of their information.  Because it diminishes 
the employee’s expectation of privacy, consent is a common defense to most privacy claims.16  
So it is prudent for employers to require employees to sign “terms of the game” acknowledging 
and agreeing to the data-gathering and -sharing aspects of the gamification program before 
implementation.

Courts will not always be satisfied there was not privacy violation, though, simply because an 
employer obtained the employees’ consent, because courts allow employees to consent only 
to “intrusions that are reasonable under the circumstances.”17  Not all data disclosures can be 
waived.  For example, it is unlawful for an employer to publically post or display employees’ 
Social Security numbers, and employees cannot waive the protection.18  Employers also have 
an obligation to protect employees from identity theft.19  these are all factors to be considered 
during the gamification project design phase.

Gamification means 
to design a product, 
service or operation so 
the user becomes more 
engaged. It has been 
used in the consumer 
context for many years.
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ExtErnaL Sharing OF data: gaMiFicatiOn in SOciaL MEdia

Employers embarking on a gamification solution should also address privacy issues that might 
arise from publishing data outside the workplace.  As in any competitive environment, employees 
using workplace gamification applications, where results might be displayed in leader-board 
fashion, may be inclined to boast about their achievements, including by posting on Facebook, 
twitter, LinkedIn or another social media platforms.  

Bragging might be a good indication that the employer’s gamification application is working, 
demonstrating that the employee is engaged in the competition and striving to improve 
performance, but could also lead to unforeseen consequences.  For example, an employee could 
post a screenshot of the application’s leader board to Facebook to announce that he or she is 
the top performer in the office.  this screenshot, though, would also likely reveal the rankings 
for other employees and could disclose proprietary or confidential information like sales or 
marketing strategies.  

Again, however, all of these risks can be managed through appropriate and robust policies.  

Social media policies: Why are they important?

Because social media have become a ubiquitous part of the business world and most individuals’ 
personal lives, it is crucial for employers to implement and enforce polices that clearly outline 
permissible and impermissible employee conduct on social media websites.  

the policies typically say when an employee can and cannot communicate through social media 
on behalf of the company and set out standards for the communications.  they also typically 
instruct employees on prohibited social media conduct, like posting harassing, discriminatory or 
retaliatory comments. 

The social media risk

Although it is prudent for employers to implement and enforce social media policies, recent 
decisions demonstrate the need to be exercise care in developing the policies.  

the National Labor Relations Board has scrutinized many social media policies to determine 
whether they violate federal labor law in unionized and non-unionized workforces alike.  In less than 
one year, the NLRB issued three separate general counsel reports describing 35 cases involving 
social media polices.20  the NLRB found the vast majority unlawful because they were overbroad 
and could reasonably be construed by employees to restrict “protected concerted activity.”21  

to determine whether conduct constitutes “protected concerted activity,” the NLRB looks to 
whether the activity is concerted,  whether it benefits other employees and whether is it carried 
out in a way that causes it to lose protection.22  Because most employees on a social networking 
site are connected to at least some of their colleagues, the NLRB is likely to interpret prohibiting 
employees from posting about gamification as unlawfully restricting the right to engage in 
protected concerted activity.23 

For example, the NLRB found one social media policy unlawful because it instructed employees 
not to “release confidential guest, team member or company information.”24  the NLRB found the 
language could be construed to prohibit employees from “discussing and disclosing information 
regarding their own conditions of employment, as well as the conditions of employment of 
employees other than themselves” — activities that are protected by the National Labor Relations 
Act.”25  Under this analysis, a social media policy that prevents employees from discussing or 
disclosing the work performance of other employees via leader board screenshots, for example, 
might be interpreted by the NLRB as overbroad and unlawful.

Unfortunately, the NLRB has rejected the use of a “savings clause,” a blanket statement that 
the policy is not intended to restrict protected concerted activity, to cure otherwise unlawful 
provisions in a social media policy.26

Employers using 
gamification techniques 
like leader boards to 
track individual or team 
performance must 
be cognizant of their 
employees’ privacy rights 
when deciding what 
employee data to publish.
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As a result, employers may not be able to prevent all the types of communications they want to, 
particularly where employee-performance information and confidential or proprietary company 
information intersect.  Depending on how an employer’s gamification application is designed, leader 
boards, badges or other awards might reflect precisely this type of “hybrid” information, which is 
difficult, if not impossible, to keep from being disclosed.  

therefore, employers should keep the foregoing restrictions on social media policies in mind 
when designing and engineering a gamification application.  For example, an employer should 
be cognizant of how its employees can broadcast the information captured by the application.  
Employers should also identify what confidential or trade secret information is embedded within 
the gamification application, and consider whether there is a risk of external publication.

the NLRB decisions underscore the importance of a well-drafted social media policy to protect 
the employer’s confidential, proprietary or trade secret information in the gamification context.

Managing the risk

the good news is that, as with most employment laws, appropriate advice at the design stage 
of the gamification program helps reduce the risks.  the key is to consider these issues and draft 
policies before implementing the gamification program.  Depending on the complexity of the 
gamified solution, it might be prudent to build the policies into the gamification application itself 
by providing employees with reminders regarding disclosure of information and, possibly, check 
boxes to confirm consent to its use.  While an employer could attempt to circumvent employee 
privacy concerns in other ways, such as by displaying only team performance rankings, using 
a team-based approach could also reduce the effectiveness of the gamification program by 
limiting the ability to motivate individuals through data specific to them.  However, these are all 
considerations for the design phase.   

cOncLUSiOn

Gamification comes with exciting and tangible rewards for employers, but also comes with 
the responsibility to protect employee privacy.  to manage these risks, employers interested in 
implementing gamification platforms should obtain professional advice to ensure they take all 
necessary precautions to protect the privacy of their employees, and the confidential information 
of their company. 
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